ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

43
Water is the main yield-determining factor in the majority of agricultural systems. 44
Irrigation systems help growers manage weather related risks by effectively 45 supplementing rainfall (Perry et al. 2002) . To sustain agricultural production in the 46 coming years, it is important to optimise irrigation systems, adjusting water 47
MODEL DEVELOPMENT 127
Building and moving grids for spray sprinkler application pattern 128
In the model, the water application pattern of a stationary, isolated spray sprinkler is 129 used to calculate the water depth applied when mounted on a centre pivot. For 130 modelling purposes, the entire field covered by the centre pivot system is divided into 131 square cells to produce a static grid. 132
A second dynamic grid, composed of regular cells, represents the water application 133 pattern resulting from a single spray sprinkler. In this grid, the water application rate 134 can be determined in each cell as: 135
Where i is the average water application intensity (mm s -1 ), I is the applied water 137 depth (mm); and T is the duration of the experiment (s). This grid moves reproducing 138 the movement of the spray sprinkler on the centre pivot lateral. In the model, the 139 dimensions of the square static and dynamic grids must be equal in size. As the 140 dynamic grid passes over the static grid, the water applied by each dynamic cell is 141 transferred into to some of the static cells. The water depth collected in each static cell 142 is the sum of the water received from all the dynamic components passing over during 143 a time interval. If the time of passage (i.e. water application opportunity) is s t (s), the 144 water depth received in a specific static cell from each dynamic cell is: 145
where d (mm) is the received water depth. 147
Water application opportunity is not uniform for all static cells because during the 148 passage of a dynamic cell over a static cell, non-complete overlapping can occur. 149
Under these circumstances, each dynamic cell applies water to more than one static 150 cell at the same time. 151
The dynamic grid of each spray nozzle is fixed with respect to the spray sprinkler; it 152 does not rotate. Even if nozzle pressure and elevation are kept constant during pivot 153 irrigation, the water application pattern is affected by the temporal changes in wind 154 velocity and direction that occur during the irrigation event. The spatial variability of 155 wind velocity and direction were neglected in the model because they were 156 considered to have little relevance over the complete domain of an irrigated field. 157
Consequently, the sprinkler water application pattern was considered independent of 158 the azimuth of the pivot machine (Fig. 1) . 159
In order to prevent the rotation of the dynamic grid during the evolution of the model, 160 the circular path of each dynamic cell must be kept separate. Particular attention must 161 be paid to this point, since during rotation the relative position of the cells with 162 respect to the pivot point changes. However, the dynamic grid remains fixed in 163 relation to the spray sprinkler. This feature is schematically presented for the paths of 164 three cells in Fig. 1 . For a given sprinkler the radius of all circular paths of the 165 dynamic components is the same, but the trajectories cross at particular points. At 166 these points, the model accumulates water from all passing cells. 167
Dividing water application into static cells 168
Assuming that one axis of both grids is orientated to the North, and that the starting 169 point for the movement of the grid system is at 0º (i.e., North). Under these 170 conditions, dynamic and static grid cells will be full overlapped at 0, 90, 180 and 171 270º. This means that each dynamic cell completely covers one static cell. However, 172 because the movement is circular, full overlap will not occur at any other angle, and 173 the dynamic cells will find their applied water divided among four static cells. In this 174 model, the division among static cells was based on the area covered in each static 175 cell by the moving cell during each time step (Fig. 2) . 176
The time step in the model was kept constant at 1 s. During this time, the water 177 application of each dynamic cell was divided into the covered static cells. Since the 178 pivot travelling speed and the position of the dynamic cells was known, the dynamic 179 grid was shifted to its new position corresponding to 1 s displacement, and water 180 application was divided and assigned to the static cells. Newly received water depths 181 were accumulated to previous water depths. This process was repeated until the pivot 182 returned to its original position. Once the process was completed, the dynamic grid of 183 a given spray sprinkler described a complete circular trajectory over the whole field 184 area. 
Estimating radial, travelling path and global irrigation uniformities 202
Because of the radial geometry of pivot irrigation, evaluation processes haved often 203 relied on radial measurements of water application, which has led to the development 204 of area-weighed radial uniformity coefficients (Merriam and Keller, 1978) . According 205 to ASAE S436.1 (Anon. 1996), the modified Heermann and Hein (1986) weighted 206 equation is often used for this purpose: 207 
The circular movement of the pivot lateral permits to define an additional uniformity 214 coefficient; the travelling path uniformity, which evaluates irrigation uniformity along 215 the circular path of a given radial distance from the pivot point. Rigorous 216 implementation of this concept in the proposed model was carried out by 1) moving 217 the dynamic grid over the static grid; 2) changing the dynamic grid direction with 218 respect to the pivot of the lateral; and 3) crossing of the dynamic cell paths during 219 their revolution. In order to illustrate these features, for a given travelling path the 220 contribution of different dynamic grid cells to water collected in collectors m and p is 221 shown in Fig. 3 . While collector m receives water from cells a, b and c, collector p 222 receives water from cells d, b and e. This may produce differences in uniformity 223 under windy conditions. Since all static grid cells have the same area, the Christiansen 224 uniformity coefficient (Keller and Bliesner, 1990) can be used for determining 225 travelling path uniformity: 226 
FIELD EXPERIMENTS
272
A series of experiments were performed to determine the water application pattern of 273 single sprinklers under different wind conditions. The same sprinklers were installed 274 on a centre pivot lateral. Experiments were performed on both configurations at the 275 same time, recording water application using different collector arrangements. The 276 experiments were carried out at the experimental irrigation farm of the University of 277 Tabriz, Iran. A centre pivot and an adjacent area were used for the experiments. Two 278 spray sprinklers, Nelson R3000 and Senninger LDN were selected for the 279 experiments. These sprinklers used a rotating red plate (R3000) and a fixed black 280 plate (LDN). Nozzle diameters were 4.76 mm for the Nelson R3000, and 8.73 mm for 281 the Senninger LDN. The arrangement of collectors followed the ASAE S436.1 282 standard, as described in the following paragraphs. 283
In the pivot experiments, four rows of 30 collectors were located at 1.25 m spacing 284 along the pivot radius (covering a total length of 38.75 m each) and used to determine 285 applied water depth. Collectors were cylindrical in shape, and 0.12 m in height and 286 diameter. In order to evaluate the model predictive capacity, two pairs of collector 287 rows were set up; one in the eastern part of the field and the other in the southern part 288 of the field. The layout of the collectors in the pivot irrigated area is shown in Fig. 4 . 289
Each pair of collector sets was installed in a different pivot span. The X-Y and W-Z 290 collector rows were installed under the second and third spans, respectively. The use 291 of two different spans made the experiment more representative. In each experiment, 292 10 spray sprinklers were installed on the centre pivot second or third spans, and the 293 pivot was stopped at a suitable distance from the collector rows. The nozzle size of all 294 sprinklers was same. The experiments were conducted for model validation and 295 calibration, and were not intended to reproduce performance of a real irrigation 296 machine. Different nozzle sizes are typically used along laterals of commercial centre 297 pivots. 298
In order to characterise the isolated spray sprinklers, a 50 x 50 m 2 field adjacent to a 299 centre pivot was used. A regular, square array of 21 x 21 collectors, with a spacing of 300 1.25 m was established (Fig. 5a ). An isolated sprinkler nozzle was mounted on a 301 metal frame in the centre of the collector array (Fig. 5b) . 302
The ASAE S330.1 standard (Anon 1996) In each experiment, the centre pivot was started and, as soon as the first droplets 313 reached the collectors, the pump feeding the single spray sprinkler was started. The 314 pump to the single sprinkler was stopped as soon as the pivot ceased applying water to 315 the collectors. This procedure ensured that the same wind conditions applied to both 316 systems. The collectors located near the pivot point received water before the 317 collectors located on the other side of the row. Therefore, the collectors located at the 318 middle of the row constituted the reference for the pump to start and stop. As soon as 319 the experiments ended, the collected water volumes were measured. 320
Spans not included in the experiments used different types of sprinklers. In order to 321 remove the effect of neighbouring spans on the experiments, some of the outlets 322 located in adjacent pivot spans were plugged. Therefore, a decline in water 323 application was observed at both sides of the experimental span. Experimental and 324 simulated water depths in collectors installed in the first and last 3 m sections of the 325 pivot span were not used in the uniformity calculations. 326 327
MODEL VALIDATION
328
The experiments reported in this paper concerned two spray sprinkler models, two 329 pressures, two nozzle elevations and two pivot spans. Therefore, there were 16 330 different experimental conditions. Also, experiments were repeated in order to obtain 331 data under different wind conditions, giving a total of 34 experiments. The 332 experimental data on water application patterns was introduced into the model, and 333 the pivot experiments were computer simulated. As previously explained, the model 334 did not require the use of an area weighed uniformity equation. However, the 335 observed water application data are distributed along the pivot radius. Consequently, 336 the modified Heermann and Hein radial uniformity coefficient was used for 337 comparison purposes. 338
Observed and simulated uniformity and water application are compared in Table 1 
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